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Figure5:Astrometricperturbations.(a)Oneofthemultiplesightlinestowardsadistantlightsourcepassesthroughadarksubhalo.(b)
Theimagesofthemacrolensedsourceareobservedatthepositionsofthegraysourcesymbols.Modellingofthelenssystemwithasmooth
lenspotentialpredictsthepositionoftheupperimageatthewhitesourcesymbol.Thesubhaloclosetothesightlineoftheimagecausesa
deflectionontheorderofafewtensofmilliarcseconds.

(a)(b)

Figure6:Aforegroundgalaxywithadarkmatterhaloproducesmultiplemacroimagesofabackgroundlightsource.Asubhalolocatedinthe
darkhalointerceptsoneofthesemacroimages,whichmaygiveriseto(a)additionalimagesmall-scalesplittingoftheaffectedmacroimage
ifthesourceissufficientlysmall,or(b)amilddistortionintheaffectedmacroimage,ifthesourceislarge.

currentlyonlybeprobedonsuchsmallscalesusingVLBI
techniquesatradiowavelengths,butfuturetelescopesand
instrumentsmayallowsimilarangularresolutionatboth
opticalandX-raywavelengths[41].

UsingVLBI,Wilkinsonetal.[107]reportednodetec-
tionsofmillilensingamong300compact-radiosources
andwasabletoimposeanupperlimitofΩ<0.01on
thecosmologicaldensityofpoint-massobjects(i.e.,very
compactobjects,likeblackholes)inthe106−108M⊙
range.However,thisdoesnotconvertintoanystronglimits
onthesubhalopopulation,sinceCDMhalosandsubhalos
arenotnearlyasdenseasblackholes.Correctingforthis
woulddecreasetheexpectedimageseparationsforamillilens
ofagivenmassandyieldaprobabilityforlensingthatis
muchlowerthanassumedintheiranalysis.Thesourcesused
weremoreovernotmacrolensed—thiswouldhavemadeit
difficulttomakethedistinctionbetweensubhalosandlow-
massfieldhalosasthemainculpritsevenifanysignsof
millilensinghadbeendetected(seeFigure2(a)).

Theeffectsthatasubhalocanhaveontheinternal
structureofoneofthemacroimagesinamultiply-imaged

quasar(Figure2(b))areschematicallyillustratedinFigure6.
Forasmallpoint-likesource(e.g.,aquasarobservedat
opticalwavelengths),themacroimagemaysplitintoseveral
distinctimageswithsmallangularseparations(Figure6(a)).
Alargersource(e.g.,aquasaratradiowavelengths)may
insteadexhibitsmall-scaleimagedistortions(Figure6(b)).
Eventhoughquasarsmaydisplaycomplicatedintrinsic
structurewhenimagedwithhighspatialresolution,such
effectscanatleastinprinciplebeseparatedfromthe
featuresimprintedbymillilensing,sinceintrinsicstructure
willbereproducedinallmacroimages,whereasmillilensing
effectsareuniquetoeachmacroimage.Thedistinction
betweenthesesmall-scalechangesinthemorphologies
ofmacroimages,andtheastrometriceffectsdiscussedin
Section5,becomessomewhatarbitraryinsomecasessince
imagedistortionmaybothshiftthecentroidofanimageand
alteritsoverallappearance(e.g.throughtheintroductionof
newsmall-scaleimages).Thedistortionofmacrolensedjets
isforinstanceusuallyreferredtoasanastrometriceffect.

Yoneharaetal.[108]havearguedthatasignificant
fractionofallmacrolensedopticalquasarsmayexhibit
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High resolution reconstruction 
of source with Shapelet basis set

Chapter 5. The mass-sheet degeneracy and time-delay cosmography

Figure 5.3: Reconstructed source surface brightness profiles as a function of shapelet scale
Ø for filter F814W. The source reconstructions of the best fit lens model configurations are
shown with a given Ø. We see that the features become larger with larger choices of Ø.

Figure 5.4: Left: Intensity contours of the reconstructed source surface profiles rescaled to
fiducial value Ø = 0.2" for the different shapelet scales Ø in filter F814W of Figure 5.3. The
contour lines overlay well. The lens model does adopt to the choice of Ø such that the source
reconstruction catches the best scales. Middle: Same as left for the filter F555W. The same
behavior can be seen as for F814W. Right: Color composite model of the filters F814W and
F555W for a chosen joint lens model.
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Chapter 3. Gravitational lens modeling with basis sets

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the modeling of the source surface brightness with three different
shapelet basis functions. Left panels: Shapelet basis function in the source plane. Middle
panels: Mapped shapelets in the image plane with a SIS lens via ray-tracing. Right panels: PSF
convolved image. From top to bottom: Shapelets with (n1,n2) = (1,0), (2,1), (3,5).

The covariance matrix of~ª, Mª is therefore given by

Mª = (X >W X )°1. (3.6)

Mª becomes important when marginalizing the probability distribution over~ª.

The procedure involves a matrix inversion of dimension m £m. The computational cost and

memory allocation of this inversion becomes more significant with larger m. Moreover, the

matrix (X >W X ) has to be invertible. If not, this method fails to find a solution and regular-

ization is needed. A grid based regularization was introduced by (173). Conceptually and

computationally, the method of (173) and the one presented in this chapter differ significantly.

The matrix (X >W X ) is a dense matrix where as the matrix in grid based regularization can

be sparse. A sparse matrix can only be maintained when having a small PSF(e.g. 5£5 pixel).

We use in our method a default PSF kernel of 15£15 pixels and a further extension affects

only the FFT-convolution of the lensed shapelet basis functions. Our method is well suited to

86

gravitational imaging with basis sets
Requirement: Simultaneous 
reconstruction of source and lens

computational cost of linear 
inversion and number of non-
linear parameters as limitations

Lensing: Birrer+ 2015, 2016, 2017
Shapelets: Refregier 2003
Software: Birrer&Amara 2018

10^5 - 10^6
proposals required



gravitational imaging:
example with perfect lens model

Lensing: Birrer+ 2015, 2016, 2017
Shapelets: Refregier 2003
Software: Birrer&Amara 2018

software available: $pip install lenstronomy 
https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy

FWHM 0.1”



gravitational imaging:
example with missing substructure

software available: $pip install lenstronomy 
https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy

Lensing: Birrer+ 2015, 2016, 2017
Shapelets: Refregier 2003
Software: Birrer&Amara 2018

FWHM 0.1”



Extract statistical features
attributed to substructure

Birrer+ 2017

statistical analysis of gravitational imaging

Can probe substructure at 
the sensitivity limit

Figure 3. The scanning results for �R
i

of the HST data (left column) and two selected CDM
semi-analytic realizations with halo masses 1013.5M� and 1013M� (middle two columns) and the
sensitivity map (right column). The di↵erent rows indicate the analysis of filter F814W (top), F555W
(middle) and combined F814W+F555W (bottom). Each pixel in the plot reflects �D
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when placing
the perturber at the position of the pixel.
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are the quadratic distances between the two distributions in respect of P (x) and C(dr).
The sum in D
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is uniform spaced in the range �R
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in [10, 300] in incremental increases of
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i

= 10. The sum in D
C

is uniformly spaced in the range 0”�2.5” in incremental increases
of �r = 0.05”.

The expression 4.8 provides, without normalization, an equal weight on both diagnostics.
We emphasis that the expression in equation 4.8 is in no means a likelihood.

The cumulative distribution is an indicator that quantifies the strength of the substruc-
ture signal and the correlation function to quantify the spatial signature. Figure 4 shows
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Interpretation of features 
relies on simulations

does not rely on assumption on 
number and shape of sub-clumps
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Extract local deflection anomalies 
by a substructure scanning process

statistical analysis of gravitational imaging

Birrer+ 2017
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Figure 4. Left: Intensity contours of the reconstructed source surface profiles rescaled to fiducial
value � = 0.2” for the di↵erent shapelet scales � in filter F814W of Figure 3. The contour lines overlay
well. The lens model does adopt to the choice of � such that the source reconstruction catches the
best scales. Middle: Same as left for the filter F555W. The same behavior can be seen as for F814W.
Right: Color composite model of the filters F814W and F555W for a chosen joint lens model.

5.3 Relaxing on the lens model assumption

As pointed out by [1], there can also be an internal component to the MST. Namely when the
lens model can not reproduce the underlining internal mass distribution. The assumption of
a power-law lens model formally sets the internal part of the MST. The parameters will fit
preferentially those models, whose shape, modulo an artificial MST, are the most similar to
the underlying mass distribution. The only e↵ect visible in the modeling of the imaging data
is on the source scale. The inferred source scale will be di↵erent from the one of the true
lens model. Any assumed mass distribution which can not be rescaled according to Equation
(5.1) can thus potentially lead to biased inferences, in particular on the slope of the mass
profile. This also can result in significant biases in the inferred lensing potential and lens
kinematics. In particular, it was stated by [1] that the assumption of a power-law lens model
can potentially lead to a significant bias in the inference of the time delay distance.

Three approaches to handle the concerns of [1] in performing cosmographic estimates
are:

1. One assumes that the true lens model can be described within the functional form of
the chosen parameterization. This is the approach done by [22]. In this case we end
up with the potentially biased inference discussed in [1], a situation we want to avoid
as good as possible.

2. One choses a more flexible lens model than a single power-law mass profile. This
approach was followed in [23] in response to [1]. Di↵erent profile parameterizations may
lead to di↵erent preferred source scales. It is not guaranteed that a more sophisticated
lens model parameterization infers an unbiased result in the cosmographic inference.

3. Perform simplifications and approximations that lead to greater robustness against
known degeneracies. For instance accommodating MST through careful handling of
the source size inference.

In this work we chose the third option mentioned above. This option requires the least
assumptions on the lens model and a prior is placed on the source size, rather through

– 10 –

Extract local deflection anomalies 
by a substructure scanning process

control for limitations and uncertainties 
in the source reconstruction

statistical analysis of gravitational imaging

Birrer+ 2017



Dark Matter thermal relic mass constraints
from lensing substructure

Figure 1. The projected mass of a set of di↵erent stochastic semi-analytic substructure realizations.
From left to right: Increasing dark matter thermal relic mass from 1 keV to 10 keV. From top to
bottom: Increasing parent halo mass from 1012M�-1013.5M�. The size of the region is identical to
the HST image being modeled, i.e. 4” by 4”. The color scale is fixed for di↵erent dark matter models
but change with halo mass.

are conservative with respect to the subhalo disruption e↵ect. In appendix B, we show the
subhalo mass function and maximum circular velocity function for di↵erent WDM models
predicted with the stated descriptions.

The spacial position of the subhalos is computed based on the orbit at infall. The orbit
is computed based on the orbital circularity distribution (see equation 3.10) and provides
a radial distribution function from which we draw from. Our tests show that the radial
distribution of substructure mass follows the NFW profile of the parent halo.

The prescriptions and assumptions stated here allow us to generate mock halos of di↵er-
ent masses with substructure based on di↵erent WDM thermal relic masses. Figure 1 shows
a set of realizations of halos in the range 12.0-13.5 log(M/M�) and thermal relic masses
1.0-10.0 keV. The enhanced amount of substructure of higher WDM mass is visible on the
figure.

3.2 Mock image generation

In our approach, we aim to separate the e↵ects of global features from those coming from
substructure. In generating mock images, we have therefore decided to use a hybrid approach.
For the global features, we use the deflection angles calculated by fitting the smooth lens to
the data, ~↵smooth. This allows us to generate mock strong lens systems that are in the same
regime as that of the data. The small scale features, which is where dark matter properties
have the most significant impact, are modeled using the halos generated by the merger tree

– 7 –

Accept/reject simulations 
based on 

summary statistics
Approximate Bayesian

Computing (ABC)

Turn a physical 
model stochastically 
into simulated data

look for the same 
features in your 
simulated data

See also Daniel Gilman’s talk on ABC for flux-ratio statistics Birrer+ 2017



Dark Matter thermal relic mass constraints
from lensing substructure

Birrer+ 2017



Figure 5. Left: 1-� (dark region) and 2-� (light region) posterior distribution estimated by ABC
method on the thermal relic mass vs halo mass plane from the lens RXJ1131-1231 . Right: The 1-d
marginals of the same distribution for the thermal relic mass. The shadowed area indicates the 2-�
exclusion region in mTH . The sample number is limited and the details in the posterior distribution
is not fully converged.

can provide higher resolution data than HST images, which leads to greater potential for
measuring smaller lens perturbations [see e.g. 30, 82, 83] if the information from these higher
resolution data can be properly tapped.

Our current constraints are mainly limited by the statistics of the single lens and the
moderate sample size of our simulations. The simulations and there analysis requires large
computational resources. A larger sample of simulations would allow us to apply stricter cuts
in the ABC framework which may lead to tighter constraints. The results we get are therefore
conservative estimates of the likelihood. Better data (more lenses, better quality data) can
discriminate models with higher significance. Tackling the partial degeneracy between parent
halo mass and dark matter thermal relic mass can also be done by incorporating additional,
independent, priors on the halo mass. For instance coming from abundance matching or
galaxy-galaxy lensing. What we do have from the strong lensing measures is an accurate
measure of the total mass (dark matter + baryonic mass) within the Einstein radius, which
for RXJ1131-1231 isM

<✓E = 1011.9M�. The host galaxy of the lens is a very massive elliptical
early-type galaxy. A significant fraction of the mass within ✓

E

comes from baryonic matter.
These observations allow us to set a conservative lower limit on the expected halo mass of
the lens RXJ1131-1231 to be 1013M� from abundance matching and forward modeling of
the galaxy population through cosmic time [e.g. 84, 85].

Systematics in the lens modeling could be another limiting factor. In this work, we
focused on the source reconstruction scale and the intermediate lens model scale descrip-
tions. Further e↵ects that we do not include could mimic lensing substructure e↵ects, such
as micro-lensing by stars of the lensing galaxy, luminous structure of dwarf galaxies, sub-
structure displaced along the line-of-sight or dust extinction. For the current constraints,
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gravitational imaging in the ELT era

software available: $pip install lenstronomy 
https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy FWHM 0.05”



gravitational imaging in the ELT era

software available: $pip install lenstronomy 
https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy FWHM 0.02”



The challenges
• line-of-sight contributions: field halos in projection, non-linear 

lensing effects 

• luminous (sub) structure: globular clusters, stellar discs, .. 

• precise predictions of (sub) halo properties:    
dynamical friction, tidal stripping, resolution limit, computational cost, 
baryonic physics, …

e.g. Despali+ 2017, …, Gilman, Birrer + in prep

e.g Gilman+ 2017, Huesh+ 2016, …

e.g. talk of James Bullock, …

Data requirements
• imagine resolution optical/NIR imaging capabilities:                       

e.g. extreme AO on 30 meter class ground based telescope  

• stability: we need to understand (and model) the data on the pixel 
level (incl. PSF and noise properties



Summary
• Statistical constraints excludes a thermal relic mass 

< 2 keV to 2 sigma confidence level, based on one 
single lens of HST data

• Modelling and inference methods are in place. 
Software is publicly available

• Sample of high quality HST data is vastly increasing

• Enables joint constraints with flux ratio statistics

• ELT’s with good and stable AO performance opens 
exciting discovery space

UCLA,  Apr 3rd, 2018Simon Birrer
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(neutrinos)

warm (~2keV)cold (>10 keV)
e.g. WIMP’s



total mass

geometry

Observables:  
image positions + time delays
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(a)(b)

Figure3:Smallandlargesources.(a)Agalaxysurroundedbyadarkmatterhaloproducesmultipleimagesofasmallbackgroundlight
source(e.g.,anopticalquasar).(b)Foralargerbackgroundsource(e.g.,agalaxyoraradio-loudquasar),themacroimagesmaybestretched
intoarcsorevenacompleteEinsteinring.

focusonsubhalosinthemassrangefromglobularclustersto
dwarfgalaxies(∼105−1010M⊙),sincecurrentpredictions
indicatethatsubhalosatlowermassesmaybeverydifficult
todetectthroughlensingeffects.

4.FluxRatioAnomalies

Itwasnoticedquiteearlythatsimplesmoothmodelsof
galaxylensesusuallyfittheimagepositionsofmacrolensed
systemswell,whereasthemagnificationsofthemacroimages
aremoredifficulttoexplain[64].Toseehowthisworks,abit
ofsimplelenstheoryisrequired.

Specificrelationsareexpectedtoapplyforthemagni-
ficationsofmacroimagesclosetoeachotherandacritical
line.Formally,criticallinesarethecurvesinthelensplane
wherethemagnificationtendstoinfinity.Ifcriticalcurves
aremappedintothesourceplane,asetofcausticcurves
isobtained.Theseseparateregionsinthesourceplanethat
giverisetodifferentnumbersofimages(seeFigure4).The
smoothportionsofacausticcurvearecalledfolds,while
thepointswheretwofoldsmeetarereferredtoascusps.
Forabackgroundsourcewhichisclosetoeitherafold
(Figure4(a))oracusp(Figure4(b))inthecausticofa
smoothlens,two,respectively,threecloseimageswillbe
producednearthecriticallineinthelensplane.Ifthesource
isplacedinthecenterofthecaustic,themacroimageswill
formacrossconfiguration(Figure4(c)).

Allmacroimagescanfurthermorebedescribedashaving
eitherpositiveparity(meaningthattheimagehasthesame
orientationasthesource)ornegativeparity(theimageis
mirrorflippedinonedimensionrelativetothesource).
Whentakingtheimageparityintoaccountandassigning
negativemagnificationstonegativeparityimages,thesum
ofthemagnificationsofthecloseimagesshouldapproach
zero[65–67].Thefollowingrelationsshouldthenapplyfor
thefluxratioRofafoldconfiguration:

Rfold=
!!µA

!!−
!!µB

!!
!!µA

!!+
!!µB

!!−→0,(5)

whentheseparationbetweenthecloseimages(Aand
BinFigure4(a))isasymptoticallysmall[68].Here,µ
representsthemagnificationofaspecificimage.Forthecusp
configuration(Figure4(b)),thecorrespondingrelationis

Rcusp=
!!µA

!!−
!!µB

!!+
!!µC

!!
!!µA

!!+
!!µB

!!+
!!µC

!!−→0.(6)

However,mostobservedlensingsystemsviolatethese
relations.Thishasbeeninterpretedasevidenceofsmall-
scalestructureinthelensonapproximatelythescaleofthe
imageseparationsbetweenthecloseimages.Magnifications
ofindividualmacroimagesduetomillilensingbysubhalos
wouldindeedcausethevaluesforRfoldandRcusptodiffer
fromzerofairlyindependentlyoftheformoftherestofthe
lens[69–76].

Anotableproblemwiththispictureisthatbothsemi-
analyticalstructureformationmodelsandhigh-resolution
ΛCDMsimulationsseemtobeunabletoreproducethe
observedfluxratioanomalies,sincethesurfacemassdensity
insubstructureislowerthanthatrequired[45,77–80].

4.1.Complications:PropagationEffectsandMicrolensing.
Severalalternativereasonsfortheobservedfluxanomalies
havebeendiscussed,suchaspropagationeffectslikeabsorp-
tion,scattering,orscintillationintheinterstellarmedium
ofthelens[81]andmicrolensingbystarsinthelensing
galaxy[82].Sincesomesources,likequasars,canexhibit
intrinsicfluxvariationsondifferenttimescales,fluxratios
mayalsobedifficulttointerpretifthetimedelaybetween
themacroimages(seeSection7)isnotwellknown.

Therelevanceofpropagationeffectscanbetested
bysupplementaryobservationsoffluxratiosatdifferent
wavelengths,sincefluxlossesduetosuchmechanismsshould
varyasafunctionofwavelength.Microlensingbystarscan
becheckedforusinglong-termmonitoring,asthistype
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Strong gravitational lensing



gravitational imaging in the ELT era

software available: $pip install lenstronomy 
https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy



compare with simulations 
of different DM models

Birrer+ 2017

-power-spectra based 
-merger tree tuned to simulations 
-disruption description tuned to 
simulations 
-radial distribution based on infall 
trajectories tuned to simulations

statistical analysis of gravitational imaging



Dark Matter thermal relic mass constraints
from lensing substructure

- same macro-model 
- same source surface 

brightness 
- same noise and PSF as data 
- different small scale lens 

model

Birrer+ 2017

Turn simulations into images



Dark Matter thermal relic mass constraints
from lensing substructure

Perform a sub-clump 
scanning procedure

smooth preferred

clump preferred

Birrer+ 2017



✔

✔

✔

Accept/reject simulations 
based on 

summary statistics

Dark Matter thermal relic mass constraints
from lensing substructure

smooth preferred

clump preferred

Birrer+ 2017
Approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC)


